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Senators Appeal
SGA Resolution

Lynx Face Rugged Austin
In Last Gridiron Contest

The Constitution Commission will
hold a hearing on the following
appeal Tuesday night at 8:00 in the
Adult Education Center:
We the undersigned senators under the authority of and in accordance with Article V of the Constitution of the Student Government
Association of Southwestern do
hereby appeal the action of the
Student Senate in the passage of a
resolution entitled, The Vietnam
Proposal, on the premise that it is
unconstitutional for the Student
Senate to take a political stand. It
is the belief of the undersigned that
the Student Senate should not voice
its opinion as representatives of the
student body on political and social
issues which are not the exclusive
purview of the student.
The senators presenting the appeal are Dick Johnson, George Abraham, and Larrie Del Daniel.
All students are urged to attend
for a possible amendment to the
SGA Constitution is the real question involved, since the constitutionality of the late SGA resolution
is being argued.

The Lynx will play their final game of the season at Sherman,
Texas, this Saturday, at two against the Austin College Kangaroos. It
will be the last collegiate game for four seniors: tackle Russ Didelot,
linebacker Butch Lightsey, center+
Duane Mills,. and tackle Griff Lynx in a season filled with hardt
Keyes.
lme
.Even thnough facedr with
The Kangaroos of Austin are one tremendous odds the Lynx should
of the strongest teams in the na- be up for their last game and a
tion and have lived up to their ex- chance to knock off one of the best
pectations thus far this year. Lead- teams in the country.
ing the offense of the team that
The team should be recognized
blanked Sewanee, 29-6, and beat for the hard knocks they have
Washington University, 21-14, is given and received, for football is
quarterback Jerry Bishop. Bishop a hard game and you have to enjoy
led the nation in total offense it to play as Southwestern does,
among small college competition with no recruiting or subsidizing
last year and is again among the athletes.
leaders this year.
Coach Johnson again plans to
Favorite targets for Bishop's center his attack around the passaerials are Gerald Simpson and ing of Bruce Cook, and his stratDick Hill, who is also a fine run- egy in this game, he explained,
ner. Leading Austin's rugged for- would simply be to try to outscore
ward wall is student lineman Austin, because the Kangaroo's offense is so powerful it is virtually
Chuck Hudson, an agile 200 pound
uncontrollable. Such tactics should
junior.
make for a wide-open and interThis will undoubtedly be the esting last contest for the 1965
hardest game of the year for the Lynx.

Broadcast to Feature
Tapes of KD All-Sing

By Steve Pendergrast

JOHN ZACHRY AS MR. HARDCASTLE jokes with alehouse rousterers, Dale Underwood, Steve Ehlers, and Chris Creech in The Southwestern Players' production of Oliver Goldsmith's "She Stoops to
Conquer" last Wednesday night in Hardie. The play, directed by
Professor Hill, was well acted, produced, and received in the Players'
first performance this season.

Mirth Rampant As Players
Perform Goldsmith's Farce
By Jim Cole

President Alexander Will Hold
Casual Session With Students

Last Wednesday darkness descended upon Hardie Auditorium, the
stage lights came on, and the Southwestern Players embarked upon a
highly entertaining performance of Oliver Goldsmith's She Stoops to
PublicConquer. The setting was eighteenth century England and concerned
of
Southwestern Director
ity, Ken Berryhill, has announced the institution of match-making marriages. But the efforts of the arisThis Monday night, in the AEC, the student body will have an opporaudience.
that the Public Relations Office tocracy were overturned for a'tim..,thee
was tunity to "shoot the bull" with the President of the College. President
Hill was
Professor Hill
audience. Professor
taped the Kappa Delta All-Sing by a devious stepson, who didn't quite pleased with the outcome of David Alexander, in an attempt to get to know the students better and
held October 30 and that the com- really give a sweet damn about his two-month project and since cies of the college, will hold an inplete program may be heard on a decorum.
the cast was comprised mostly of formal "press conference" with will have a number of questions in
Bob Frank played the protagontotal of fifty-three radio stations
freshmen, looks for future dramatic Southwestern students.
mind, whether they be about tuiist, Tony Lumpkin, frustrating his
throughout the South.
The president will talk briefly tion raises, athletic policy, building
successes. On behalf of the student
Zachary
John
by
played
parents,
In Memphis the All-Sing tapes
body congratulations, Mr. Hill and about the state of the college and plans, or whatever, in order to
will be played for three consecu- and Susan Storer, as well as every- Players, on a tough job well-han- then open the rest of the period for make the meeting beneficial. This
tive Sundays on WMPS at 9 a.m. one else. Also led astray were Joe died.
questions. It is hoped that students situation will also afford an exceland on WMQM at 9:30 a.m. begin- Hebert and Tom McDaniel, the
lent opportunity for students to
ning November 28. Part I of the young London aristocrats, and the
voice complaints they may have
program including KD, SN, ZTA, objects of their affections, Gail
about the school and get the adPiKA, and Chi O will be aired Otsby and Jane Moorehead. Caught
ministration's view on the matter
November 28; on December 5 the up in the confusion were Chris
first hand.
Steve
Independent Men, Tri-Delta, and Creech, Dale Underwood,
In order that their members will
SAE may be heard; and December Ehlers - alehouse roisterers and,
On Friday, November 12, the Freshman class elected their officers be able to attend this
program,
Larson,
servants-John
on,
later
Indethe
and
ATO,
12 the AOPi,
for the school year. Wading through an unusually long list of candiwhich
starts
at
6:15,
the
fraternipendent Women performances'will Peggy Fritsch, and John Hille (who dates, ten able and enthusiastic leaders were chosen. Mike Everhart,
ties have agreed to postpone their
roles).
on
three
took
be replayed.
political science major from Nash-.
meetings until after it is over.
As the misunderstandings snow- ville, was elected to the office of jority of our class."
If anyone is interested in the
If student response is great
performof
the
course
in
the
balled
programs
the
of
dates and times
Backing up Mike at the office of
president. Mike comes to Southenough and the meeting results
on their home station, contact the ance Miss Storer, Mr. Zachry, and western with fine qualifications for vice-president will be Jim Vardain constructive and pertinent critiPublic Relations Office, Fourth Cowboy Bob stood out in a multi- this office. After placing second in man from Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
plicity of conflicts to the delight of the Tennessee Debate Tournament The other class officers are: Janya cism, more similar informal chats
Floor Tower.
his- and panels will be scheduled.
and second in the Smokey Moun- Moore, secretary-treasurer;
tain Debate Tournament, he was torian, Becky Wynn; and publicaranked third of all the debaters in tions board representative, Mary
Tennessee. Mike is also a member Overholser. The five offices of senof the Lynx football squad and has ator were filled by Carl Caldwell,
The highly acclaimed Japanese
This month marks the fortieth anniversary of Southwestern at the duty of kicking points after Brad Foster, Tip Haug, Jim NewMemphis. Four decades ago the one hundred seventeen-year-old insti- touchdown. In his campaign state- port, and Ken Stanley. This quintet film "The Island" will have its first
tution moved here from Clarksville, Tennessee, and on November 26, ment, Mike pledged himself to will represent the Freshman Class Memphis showings at the Adult
"work for the wishes of the ma- in the Student Senate.
Education Center, tonight at 7 and
27, and 28 held a "Jubilee and In-1
9 p.m.
On the fateful relocation and
augural Celebration" to solemnize
The cast consists of a farmer, his
dedication of the college. The
its opening in Memphis.
wife and two small sons; its story
On the second day of the cele- Sou'wester reported that "the cereis of their struggle for survival as
bration, the college buildings were monies showed clearly that the old
the sole inhabitants of a small
formally presented to the Board of institution is not dead, and that the
island; its backgrounds are the land
Directors and accepted in their be- new college is not in swaddling
and the sea; and its sounds are
half by the late Charles E. Diehl, clothes, but that the old lives on in
the natural sounds of activity, a
stability,
exgiving
it
the
the
new,
college.
the
of
then president
musical score, and the occasional
In accepting for the Directors, perience, and traditions that are so
laughs or sobs of the four principal
(Decemcollege."
to
the
necessary
a
of
chance
a
is
he said: "Here
characters-there is no dialogue.
lifetime, a chance to set the stand- ber 4, 1925)
The New York Herald Tribune
and
boma
spirit-provoking
In
time;
all
for
ard of an institution
wrote: "A gem of poetic reala chance to go forth unhampered bastic editorial, the 1925 editors, as
ism. The absence of dialogue is a
by past mistakes, architectural and usual, continued the strain of false
positive means of expression, stressother, and launch an institution prophecy (a tradition that is still
ing among other things, the absowhich was as nearly ideal for its embodied in the present ideals of
lute collaboration of the family in
purpose as painstaking investiga- The Sou'wester)-"Do you consider
their day to day struggle with toil
tion and careful thought and plan- that your school deserves any loyand time." Saturday Review wrote
alty in return for the benefits you
ning could make it.
that
the film "proves that visual
do,
PROVE
If
you
are
receiving?
ever
is
"Realizing that the good
images alone can provide a powerthe enemy of the best, we did not IT, and in a decade or two we shall
seek merely the good, but the best. look back at Princeton, Harvard, FRESHMAN OFFICERS elected last Friday are Senators Jim New- ful experience."
Admission is seventy-five cents
There was ever before us the idea and Yale and ask 'em "How's the port, Brad Foster, and Carol Caldwell, President Mike Everhart,
for students; one dollar for adults.
dust?"
Senators Ken Stanley and Tip Haug. Hurrah!
of excellence."

Everhart And Vardaman Head Officers
Chosen InFriday's Freshman Elections

November 26 Marks Fortieth Anniversary
Of Southwestern's Transfer To Memphis

Contemporary Japanese
Fim Premieres Tonight
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Education and You
[Editor's note: The following is the first in a series
of four editorials written by members of the Academic Affairs Committee attempting to offer a perspective by which the student may evaluate his role
at Southwestern.]

Another eight weeks in the long journey of
education has flown (or dragged) by "and the
passengers ask the conductor: What place is
this? Where are we now?" Passengers? - - Can Carl Sandburg's poetic verse apply to us as
students? Are we merely passengers traveling

through a world of canonized facts and pedantic ideas, gazing somewhat indifferently at the
the expansive parade of intellectual development, recording what our knowledgeable conductor explicitly points out as important? Too
often this is precisely the case. Too often we
are content with being arm-chair spectators in
our own learning situation. College demands
more than this, however, for education is more
than a systematic transfer of data from
teacher to pupil. A tragedy occurs when we
cruise through one course of study after another never fully realizing what education is,
never once pausing to ask ourselves "Have I
experienced real learning?" For too many of
us this question is left unasked much less answered until, perhaps, the last months of our
college career. The proper time, however, to
ask and answer the question is now because
that is a problem that determines the meaningfulness of our present life as students.
Before the individual can attempt to respond (and it must be an individual response)
to this challenge, he needs a keen awareness
of what education means in its most fundamental sense, since it is from this standard
tha the will judge his learning experience.
What then is education? With what definition
should he use as a criterion for judging his
college career?
The classroom situation, normally associated
with education because of its concern with
transfer of knowledge, does not encompass the
totality of the learning process. Only when the

in that concentrated independent study where
the student takes an active role in encounter-

ing unlearned ideas and facts, in broadening
his perspectives with these new insights, and
finally in formulating his own creative

thoughts.
Education considered as this kind of creative
experience is a matter of freedom and depends
on opportunities and risks free actions imply.
The major opportunity in the free movement

of education is that the student may further
his intellectual growth through increasing his

factual knowledge

importantly,

student in a personal struggle to find the world,
himself, and the relation between the two. It is
the same kind of risk present in every action
which requires my participation, that is the
risk that I am involved in something which is
to me entirely meaningless. If what we do in
our four years at Southwestern more closely

resembles a sight-seeing tour led by scholarly

on the issue by attending the meeting, and hearing your fellow students
express their sincere opinions on this issue before the Constitutional
Committee. Both sides feel that if, and when, they win, they will make
Student Government more meaningful to Southwestern students. I
cannot emphasize enough that this decision is important to you-as
students-and I urge you to be present if at all possible.

Ray Bye
A MODEST PROPOSAL

conductors rather than the free movement for
individual, creative activity, then we must answer the question "Have I experienced real
learning?" with a frank No! for we have spent
our energies in something less than meaningful. Admittedly the notion of education offered
here is an ideal one but the person who can
answer our question affirmatively in light of
that notion is the true student-the one to

The singing of the Alma Mater in chapel is certainly a step in the
right direction-namely the direction of renewing the pride that all
Southwestern students should feel in their school. (The second verse
was probably omitted to make the song singable in a necessarily short
time-or maybe because nobody knows there is a second verse?)
In any case, this is a Good Thing. The next logical step in this
progression is to renew that ethereal quality possessed by so few Southwestern students these days-school spirit in Athletics. There have been
many attempts to do just this at times in the past, and all have come
short of the mark. This new idea, however, is beautifully simple and
cannot fail. If adopted it would stimulate Southwestern's school spirit

which we should compare ourselves.

to a heretofore unheard-of-degree.

And what is this surprisingly simple solution to this perennially
But most importantly, do we compare ourperplexing problem? Amazingly enough, it was developed right here
all?
at
selves with any ideal
from the length of time

BHH

fourth in a series of nine
By Susan Lucas and Nonie Harvin
Described as "an appealing speaker and a hard campaigner," a
"strapping, friendly man," and "the all-purpose Republican," Thruston
Ballard Morton, Kentucky's jun-1
ior Senator, refutes the political pressing doubts about its public acadage that "nice guys never win." commodations section. He also was
The Louisville native went to committed to cloture, to stop dework with his family's firm, Bal- bate and bring the bill to a vote.
lard and Ballard, a grain and mill- He usually votes favoring public
ing company. After his graduation utilities. Morton has voted against
from Yale University in 1929. In the Medicare Bill and Education
this same year, Morton entered pol- Bill, opposing numerous projects of
itics, beating an entrenched incum- the "New Frontier" and the "Great
bent democrat for Kentucky's third Society." Criticizing Johnson's prodistrict seat in the House of Rep- grams in relation to the Vietnamresentatives. He successfully de- ese situation, Morton said, "Some of
fended this seat for two more the vast spending programs interms, but decided not to run in visioned in his 'Great Society' will
1952. At this time, Morton became have to be curtailed, or taxes will
more involved with other com- have to be raised, if the war is
munity interests, holding such po- successfully prosecuted." In recent
sitions as Director of the Louis- months he has also expressed disville Board of Trade, Louisville approval of the John Birch Society
Goodwill Industries, and Lincoln and the Ku Klux Klan.
As a "nice guy" who has never
Institute.
KenIn 1953, he was appointed by lost an election, the popular
future
bright
a
faces
senator
tucky
Assistant
President Eisenhower as
Secretary of State of Congressional as the "gut fighter" of the-Modern
Affairs. Victorious in 1957 over an- Republicanism.
other incumbent Democrat, Earle

Clements, Morton continued his po-

and, most

night. It will be extremely important for every student to become
familiar with the events of the case at hand-and the best way for
anyone to do this is to attend this hearing next week.
The Constitution of the Student Government Association was
ratified last year by the student body. The Constitution establishes three
branches of government-the Senate, the Executive, and the Constitutional Committee. The Constitutional Committee has the task of deciding
the constitutionality of all Senate legislation or actions of Student Government as a whole. The Constitutional Committee begins working when
three senators or fifty students ask that a certain piece of legislation
be considered by the Committee. This hearing tests the constitutionality
of all matters placed before it.
The legislation that is being challenged is the preamble to the Viet
Nam Resolution, which the Senate passed and then sent to the Student
Body in the form of a referendum. Essentially, the students opposing
this action by the Student Senate feel that the Senate does not and
should not possess the right to take a stand on political issues.
But the purpose of this letter is not to inform you of the case itself

through training himself to think and write
expressively and creatively. The risk involved (this can be done only by hearing the arguments yourself); the purpose
in education is present because the learning is to make it clear that while the whole process may seem quite conexperience demands the whole being of the fusing, it is very important to you as students that you inform yourself

Dilemma '66: Preview of Speakers

litical career by joining his Republican
collegue,
John
Sherman
Cooper, in the Senate. Gaining recognition in the party, he was appointed Chairman of the Republican National Committee from 1957
to 1961. The political veteran, facing a tough re-election battle in
1962, resigned this position to campaign successfully against Wilson
Wyatt. He was named chairman of
the 1964 Senatorial Campaign Committee and of the Republican National Convention in San Francisco.

Letters to the Editor

classroom stimulates the student to go beyond
CONSTITUTIONAL COMMITTEE HEARING
the narrow limits of textbooks, teachers, and
Many students feel that the Student Council spends much of its
tests in order to search with his own resource- time on worthless, unimportant things and that the work of the
fulness for the answers to problems, does it Student Council is a sheer waste of time and energy.
These types of remarks may be stimulated when some student hears
fulfill its basic purpose of providing the imthe Constitutional Committee will hear its first case next Tuesday
that
petus for real education. True education occurs

Peace Corps Exam
Offered Tomorrow

A special on-campus administration of the Peace Corps Placement
Test will be given at Southwestern
tomorrow, November 20, at two
p.m. Anyone interested in joining
the Peace Corps as a volunteer
worker is urged to take the test.
, The Peace Corps now has 10,000
volunteers in some 300 various
skills presently at work in 46 developing countries. Training or experience is needed in such fields as
civil engineering, medicine, sociolhas described himself as a mod- ogy, and recreation work, but expeerate Republican. He has voted for rience or a college degree is not
although ..ex- necessary in many of the projects.
Rights
the
Civil iY
- ...,....a.
g n' Act.
VII
YLne

_ _

PRC "Living End"

Will Strike Again
The third presentation of the
Protestant Religious Council's bimonthly coffeehouse, "The Living
End," will take place this Sunday
night from 7:30 to 9:30 in the Lynx
Lair.
Vern McCarty, president of the
PRC, and Randy Hayes, who is in
charge of entertainment, have announced that new folk talent has
been lined up which should be interesting and enjoyable. In addition there will be poetry readings
from the works of the contemporary author, Ferlinghetti.
Admission is free and all students
are urged to drop in for hot coffee,
hot cider or cold punch, and a little
aesthetic stimulation.

Folklorists Will Travel
To Sacred Harp Sing
This Sunday, November 21, at
7:00 a.m., Dr. Wolfe's folklore class
will leave from Voorhies Dormitory
for Salem, Mississippi, about a
three hour drive from Memphis, to
hear and to participate in a Sacred
Harp sing. Sacred Harp music or
fa sol la music, is the method
whereby the people at the Salem
church sing their sacred music.
The tenors sing the melody, while
the soprano, alto, bass each have
separate parts. At first hearing,
this type of music sounds blaringly
raucous, but on repeated listenings,
the cacophony seems less harsh,
and the variations of the parts
heard.
Secred Harp music is a very old
and fast disappearing form of folklore. For those who would like to
see what the music looks like there
are volumes of the Sacred Harp
hymnbook in the library. However,
it is so much better to hear it, to
feel it. The trip to Salem is highly
recommended.

at Southwestern many years ago, and judging
it has been in force with virtually no changes, it works quite well.
The idea is simply this: If, by making chapel compulsory our
religious spirit is enriched and renewed, then by making attendance at
athletic contests compulsory our school spirit and enthusiasm can also
be rejuvenated. In other words, if it works for God, why can't it work
for man?
Of course no one would suggest making ALL the athletic contests
compulsory-certainly not! This would only be applied to the home
games in Football, Basketball, and Baseball. The Wednesday Chapel
boards are already in the gym and would serve the purpose nicely for
basketball games. They could be moved out in a very short time for
the outside events. It seems unlikely that this method will work for
cross-country and track, as student interest in these two sports is for
the most part too far gone to be saved by any means.
Since there are far fewer athletic contests per semester than chapel
programs, there is no reason for allowing more than one cut per
semester. For overcuts, punishments could proceed in the time-honored
manner of addition of hours; or (perhaps a better idea) for each
overcut a student would lose eight weeks worth of physical education
credit. This would make juniors and seniors especially vigorous "regulars."
In short, the advantages of this system seem so far to surpass those
of any others that have been suggested, that the student government is
urged to request action by the administration along these lines. It is
too late for football this year but if action is taken quickly Southwestern could have all the school spirit it needs by the start of basketball
season.

Bill Wingo

THANKS FROM THE COACHES
To the Southwestern Student Body:
The Lynx football coaching staff and the players are deeply appreciative
of the loyalty and support that you have given them throughout the
football season. This type of enthusiasm can't help but make things
better in the future.
This is the first time in the three years that our coaching staff has
been at Southwestern that the student body has expressed itself so well.
I know that it will make the coaches work harder and the players
work harder in the future.
Thanks again.

Sincerely,
Jesse Johnson, Head Football Coach

J. C. Anthony
William Mayo
EDITORIAL POLICY
Opinions expressed on the editorial page are not necessarily
shared by the entire SOU'WESTER staff or student body. Letters to be published must be signed, although names may be
withheld from publication by request. The editor reserves the
right to judge the acceptability of editorial articles and letters,
and to limit the number of articles and letters on a single subject. Also, on letters of more than three hundred words, the
editor reserves the right to make deletions not essential to the
body of the article.
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Representative Grider Returns From Vietnam Harriers Wrap Up Season;
Finish Third In Conference
With Enlightening Experiences, Reflections
By Tony B. Jobe

Absolutely Special to The Sou'wester, By Jack Burch
On Wednesday November 17, 1965
I had the privilege of spending two
hours listening to Congressman
George Grider relate and interpret
his experiences and impressions
from a two week trip to the Vietnamese war theatre.
The most interesting facets of the
discussion were the myriad of daily
incidents in Southeast Asia which
seem so unreal from within the
American citadel of security. The
daily routine within South Vietnam
is to the average American one of
unbelievable incongruity. In the
space of twelve days the Congressman, clothed in military fatigues
and without display of his actual
role and position, encountered:
Americans in their teens absorbed
in an Elvis Presley film being
shown in their compound, while
within hearing distance the sounds
of mortar and rifle fire shattered
the air...
The world's most modern textile
industry a few miles from a village of abject poverty and the fear
of nightly Viet Cong raids ...
Numerous young American GI's
feeding and clothing small children-the war's greatest victimsin villages void of any males capable of fighting; they are either on
jungle patrols or lost to mankind
somewhere in a burial trench ...
American military advisors sleeping on the decks of primitive junks
not too many miles from fabulous
French owned villas complete with
swimming pool and tennis courts...
Beautiful Vietnamese girls waiting on American servicemen in
Army mess halls-soldiers who, tomorrow, may awake in a field hospital with both legs hopelessly
maimed . ..
Unbelievable American ingenuity
building airfields on sand and training men of the East in the ways of
the West, alongside ancient culture
and edifices ...
The saddening experience of bestowing Purple Hearts and encouragement on severely wounded
Americans no older than myself...
Participation in a light-fire raid
from a helicopter over V. C. strong-

holds a few hours from populous,
sophisticated Saigon . . .
The sight of a child with his own
personal copy of the first published
textbooks in the Vietnamese language upon which was inscribed:
"To the Children of Vietnam from
the American People" ..
A church altar made from discards of the American beer can industry. (In one small village the
people had received some surplus
sheets of aluminum intended to be
used for Pabst beer cans. Liking
the bright colors and having no
knowledge of what the Madison
Avenue ads on them meant, they
had unknowingly constructed an
altar to American brewers.)
The Congressman, while well
aware of the job ahead for America, if it is to accomplish its aims
in Vietnam, appeared encouraged
and hopeful that the end result
would be a brighter, more secure,
more prosperous corner of the
world, free from internal or external tyranny. If these aims are
to be realized and the sacrifices
of American men to be worth the
costs, though, much must be done.
The actions of the Americans in
Vietnam are highly commendable.
Soldiers on leave after heavy action
on the multitude of "fronts" are
considerate and well behaved. The
charming Vietnamese people have
taken to them in a tremendous way
and engender a holiday mood at the
sight of American GI's on leave.
According to Grider: "The South
Vietnamese don't want Viet Cong
rule; they like the Americans, and
this is the reason we can stay." The
decent, respectful, well-behaved actions of the Americans "deserve the
admiration of the South Vietnamese."
The entire interview was interspersed with examples of American
GI generosity. A huge number of
soldiers (especially those with families back home) have "adopted"
Vietnamese children, supplying
them with books, clothing and food.
Army medical corps groups provide
free medical care, and U. S. military groups guard the fields so the

CHRISTMAS

farmers can harvest their grain
without fear of V. C. attack. Rather
than becoming hardened at the
horrors of war, the young Americans have developed a high level
of maturity and determination and
a great feeling of warmth towards
the Vietnamese people. The GI's
feel that "they are fighting for the
people, not territory."
While not appearing to be outwardly affected in morale by statebound demonstrations against what
they are fighting for, the "underneath reactions appear to be of an
unexpressed concern."
The Congressman was the first to
pass word of the Inter-City Council's coming packages to the 1st
Brigade of the 101st Airborn Division along to them. This effort
by Memphis student citizens was
well received and very much appreciated.
In all, Congressman Grider
brought back a wealth of insight
and keen perception of the underlying conflicts, emotions, and future of the American bolstered situation in South Vietnam. Numerous
individuals can provide one with
information on logistics, manpower,
strategy, local politics and conditions. Grider, however, brought
back this and more. He provided
one shielded by a cloistered academic community with insights of
the people involved, themselves,
both individually and collectively.
He provided a vicarious experience
of their thoughts, morale and predicaments. Regardless of one's political views on the subject no one
could help but admire the stamina
and high spirits of those involved
-both American and Vietnamesea

Southwestern's 1965 cross-country team completed their season last
Saturday with a 5-6 record, finishing third in the College Athletic Conference, and gaining recognition in the National Collegiate Athletic
Association as Steve Ashby fin- +
ished fourth among freshman har- Alex Gafford, and Ben Connor; and
riers from across the country.
seven freshmen: Steve Ashby, Andy
Out of the 220 distance runners Anderson, Morgan Bunch, Mike
who ran the figure-eight course at Maybry, Bo Graham, and Mac
a country club outside of Chicago Smith.
Cited for outstanding personal
in windy 40 degree weather, Ashby
finished 84th, and his teammate improvement by Coach Maybry are
Duncan Crawford finished 102nd, the following seven: Ashby, Crawrunning the best race of his career. ford, Neil, Anderson, Conner, GraAshby, who hails from Jackson, ham, and Smith. Commented MayTennessee, although he is a fresh- bry, "This was the youngest and
man at Southwestern, is no fresh- least experienced team I think I've
man to cross-country running, hav- ever coached, and yet, they have
ing begun his career early in high shown more improvement and abilschool. Last year while still in high ity than I have ever seen in any
school Steve earned permission to team."
run with the harriers of Union
University, who have managed to
send teams against this school that
the Lynx have not been able to
beat in ten years. However, for the
first time during these years Southwestern has a runner who outran
Union's No. 1 man. Coach Maybry
calls Ashby the best distance runner he has ever had, and predicts
that with work he could be the
Forty years ago this Saturday,
outstanding miler and two miler in Kappa Omicron Chapter of Alpha
the history of the school.
Omicron Pi Sorority was installed
Duncan Crawford completed a as the third women's Greek organisuccessful year with the Lynx, the zation on Southwestern's campus.
first in his two year stay. Coach
Maybry consulted with Crawford
To celebrate their anniversary the
last year after he had won first present members of the chapter will
place in the fraternity cross-coun- be hostesses to the student body at
try meet. Crawford's improvement an Open House Friday night from
has been considerable, having drop- six to eight. Music will be by the
ped four minutes off his opening Vollentinos and the Bushmen.
race time.
Other members of the squad inThe Kappa Alpha Pledge Class
clude one junior: Gary Nichols, is having a slave sale on Saturday
this year's team captain; three at 1:00 at the Kappa Alpha House.
sophomores:
Duncan
Crawford, Reasonable Prices Assured.
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(Seasonal suggestion for the man who has everything)
Mr. M's handsome pewter mugs from
England reflecting the old for giving today.
Expertly hand cast with glass bottom,
they will never tarnish and make timely gifts
for all men of good taste.
Ten dollars.
Add eighty cents for shipping.
Allow ten days for engraving.

MEDNiKOW

The really big men on campus
go0 Mustang66
Mustang's low price makes it the big buy
for the big guy. In '66 it comes on big
with buckets, floor stick, big
200-cu. in. Six, full carpeting,
new grille-and new stereo tape
player option. See Mustang todayl
1966 Mustang Hardtop
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PLAYING THEIR LAST COLLEGIATE FOOTBALL tomorrow in Sherman, Texas,

against the Austin College Kangaroos will be (from left to right): tackle Griff Keyes,
linebacker and co-captain Butch Lightsey, center Duane Mills, and tackle Russ Didelot.
Mills, Lightsey, and Didelot have been with the varsity for three years at Southwestern,

and Keyes played for the Lynx two years. The action tomorrow will be some of the
toughest they have seen in their football careers, as the Lynx meet one of the best
small college teams in the nation, Austin College, the squad that beat both Wash-

ington University and Sewanee.

Washington and Lee Smothers Tulane Opener

Lynx Air Attack To Win, 26-13 Will Test Lynx
By Don Dillport

He has a slight figure, his weight is 130 pounds, and in most people's
name
eyes he is not the shining specimen of manhood. Although his
is common, his story is rare.
Mac Smith is from Mobile, Alabama where he graduated from
University Military School. And although he plans to major is physics,
that is still not the most remarkable thing. The startling thing is that
he went out for cross-country.
Afer his first day's practice Mac realized that he was the slowest
man on the team, and in fact, he ran by himself, showered by himself,
and it wasn't because no one liked him, it was because he was so slow.
At the end of the second meet Mac was still causing the timekeeper to wait ten minutes after everyone else had finished as he step
by step plodded out his 40 minute mile. And with little improvement
Coach Maybry felt it only proper to offer a way out if the wanted to
quit, but on that offer Mac decided that he was satisfied that each day
at the end of practice he could say that he had finished what he
thought he would never finish. The third meet of the season Mac
dropped his itme to 36 minutes, an improvement of four minutes.
Excited with his accomplishment and eager to decrease his time Mac
did his best to learn the winning stride by pacing those to whom the
long miles came easier. Gradually, his legs strengthened to the test
and his stride quickened and increased. In the next meet Mac's time
decreased to 33 minutes, and in the last meet of the year Mac strided
beneath 30 minutes into a 29:17 four miles--an achievement of lasting
remembrance to more than Mac.
"For the first time in my life I was really working at something,"
said Mac, "and I no longer found what once seemed impossible, impossible."
Mac proved more than he actually sought to. He did more than
break 30 minutes, he did more than amaze Coach Maybry, he proved
that Common things only happen to Common people.

ATO Seizes Lead In A League
As SN Tops B League Action

A determined Washington and Lee team aided by a definite home
advantage was able to hand Southwestern its fifth loss, 26-13, in a hardfought game last Saturday in Lexington, Virginia. Only one point sepgoine
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McCULLOUGH'S ESSO STATION

The third quarter was the complete antithesis of the wide-open
second. Washington and Lee's pass
defense stiffened and allowed the
Generals to control the ball. Southwestern had possession only five
minutes the entire third period.
Washington and Lee's next score
was again set up by a punt return.
This time to the Southwestern 25.
They moved to the Lynx's two on 1I

After the first week of the volleyball season, ATO leads the "A"
league with a 3-0 record. ATO crushed KA 15-10, 15-9, beat SAE 15-4
and 15-12, and dropped SN 15-3, 13-15, and 15-1. The second best team
in the league seems to be KA,losses against the Snakes and the
Sporting a two win-one loss record, ATO's. The Independents trail the
they seem to be the only challenge league with a no win and three loss
to ATO. The KA's bested SN 11-15, score.
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The Lynx basketballers will face
perhaps their toughest test of the
season less than two weeks from
today when they face Tulane University in New Orleans on December 1. Besides being the most outstanding opponent on this year's
schedule, the Tulane game will be
the opening action for the Lynx.
As the day of reckoning for the
cagers draws near, Coach Don
Duckworth has stepped up the
tempo of the practice sessions. The
Lynx have faced Christian Brothers College and a team sponsored
by Peeple's University Shop composed mostly of ex-Memphis State
varsity cagers in pre-season scrimmages. In both outings they have
shown good floor play, shooting
percentage, and hustle.
Yet to be named are a starting
five and the travelling squad of
about twelve men. Competition for
the starting berths is still making
practice an interesting affair.
Tuesday night there will be an
intra-squad scrimmage with authorized officials and according to
real game conditions at 7:30 in the
gym. Admission is free. Students
are urged to show their early support for this year's squad. The
team will remain on campus during
the holidays to continue working
toward the Tulane contest.

JOLLY
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SOUTHWESTERN
GRILL

"Home of the Whopper"
319 N. Cleveland St.

BR 6-9288

2 blocks south of Sears
276-1064
Sunday-Thursday,
Open 10 a.m. Close 11 p.m.
Friday-Saturday
Open 10 a.m. until Midnight

645 North McLean
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